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Abstract
Ts paper preset anew m4ethd f*r the eiftien
of lner systems paratvrise by stac space models. ne
method relis ons tie concpt of s
in which the
goal is to find a particular inpw*/Output -tt model porietensed by the state matrices tat bet fits, in th last-squar
mesred ista. Central to
J
sense, at dominant baspaeot of the
this approach is the idw theta weighting
w ay be applied to the
obsered domisnat suopac in order to emphize certais direction wher the satio is highest T has the
advastage of making the agritm robust to system that are
nearly unobscrvahle, or to those whose Astae ap" has not been
sufficiestly ercitea Some empiriests are included toevidate thc algorithmad illhutte its advantages oecr previons
techniques. Is addition to presting the theo and implemeotation of the -new method this pape alo illtatcs some
isteresting coections betwee state -space data models sad
those cecountere is Processing te signals recived Ib as array of1 sensors.

allows arbitrary iptexcitaion. Related mtwiat s have oh
bee recentl
pa AL[73, and veaeen,
et L[,9J.*
The ethodpresmtedin ths paperalso us the shift structur in th inpu/output mod of De Moor, but exploits it =i
a different way. The motivatio for this new algorithm com
fom some interestingc
Io idn the stae spac idepar
tialapro W saVkffor array
signl PRo .
ticulr, it is shown howthe identifiatin problem can be cast
in the sub iace
fitting framwor, where the goal is to find the
input/outputmoel which best fits (in the least-sqar sense)
the dominat sbspace of the data This approa& ha been
sccessfully apied by Otterste and Viberg in the context
of narrowband decion-f-arrival (DOA) etmation 110, 111.
can
Of speciaiteest Is the fabct that thse
e w
certain diection in the so-caBed
to
ratio is hThi
"dgnJ suhspace
ty provide an advantage in ca in1weightingmay

1. Introduction
DESEARCH IN THE IDENTIFICATION f rine,
dkcrte-hnesystemsus ha haindreinatedein
dsi
i
by wkivving input/ou t s
ing ateregessive (AR) anld at p w "omug-averag
and
variousd.
(1, 21).
(ARMA) datamodels

volvingnearlyunobservablesysternor an insufimcintly excited

ste span.

In the next section, the dat mode asumed for this troblem is ntod, and the siarities of thi model with that
of the DOA estimain problmare also duidated. Section 3
e and
paraily describethe methodsof De Moor and V
shows how they are red to the recettlyintroduced DOA estmation algorithms referred to as ESPRIT 112, 13] and TAM
[14]. 'The suapace fitting approach is then presented in Sectwm 4, and the isu of bspace
ing and identiabity
is discussed. A mical example concludes the paper in Section
5.

, the in
d op d
to
in
s
be rd by sipSite di
s Give a partculwa
byarelati vely small umnbefw
se typically AtM
of input data the cof
a
r
a betw the
as thos thatsimi-et
ed
sysm output. Algoithm b ad n
predicted a
this idea are con
ofte refeneed to as predictisn-eror
methods (PE s
Althouh lnr stt spc m dl hve beome coamonplam insi natl dcontrol, tbeyWhenoA be widely ad
in id
liite, AR, and ARSA-type
I l ate space
models corrspond directly with certin
alisaions, and tin a PEM, for exanple, mit be though
tste spac model for the system.
of as finding an
One f the goals of t paper is todemonstrate, howevert tha
d
there are some important Advantages in epliitly
cata.
more general state spate Arms in i
to the general stat space idetiSeveral eary
fication problem were baed on examining the satucture of a
Hankel matrix composed of samp of the impulse respons of
the system. Ho and Kalman's algorithm 13J, for exam , addressed the associated realization problem, ad exploited the
shift structure of the Hankel matrix to deternine the system's

2. An Input/Output Data Model
Consider the folowing multiple-input, multiple-output
(MMO) time-invaiant liear systm in stae space form

xk+t

=

Y =;=

Ax + Buk,

Cxk +Du

I

(1)

where xi e Rf, ni E rI, Yk E RJ, ad the system matrices
A, B, C, and D are of consistent dimension. If several observations of the input ad output vectors are avilable, they may
be grouped together ino the sinle equation (e.g., see 15, 6])

'This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant MIP-9110112.

y = rx + HIu,
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and where U is an (mi) x j blck Hankel matrix constructed
exactly as Y, but containing sample of the input seqce.
noise prest, Y would be ug
With
by
an (I) x j matrix V containing the disturbance terms.
The osernble subpae 0 and the excited subapace t are

tha li > n.

2.1. Connections with Sensor Array Data
The method presented in this papa is based on certain
imilaritie between the above data modl and tt usually anued for (narrowband) data
by an ary f senors.
To be more precise, asume an m-elemt arry of sensos,
and sppos that the signal emitted by I narrowband eneg
soures impinge upon the anray. The sesrs could reresent

Go =[°1 ... el1

associated with tie emitters.
have been developed over the years to tadde
Many t ni
this prblem. Of pti
relevance to this paper is the cla
cf whae ed thods whih break the problem into the
folowing two step obtain an estimate of the low rank signal
subpace, and thn find the parameter of the modd that in
sone sense 'best match" this estimated bspac
To see how tbh linear system data model of (2) might be
rdated to the DOA timation pbm, suppose j > mi so
that a nontriviamatrix U-L couldbe found satisfyig IUUI =
0. The, with neasment noise V prent, we have

hydrophones on the ocean flor or towed behind a su
e,
or they could be antenna elemnts in a phased-array radar.
Figure 1 depicts a generic scenario forwhh m = 3 and d = 2.
etothe
If we letg(9i) eC' be the (complex) arraye
ith signal, then the output of the array at time t is given by
s(t) = G(9o)s(t) + n(t),
(3)
where s(t) E C isa vector containing the amplitudeand phase
of the sigals at time t, n(t) is additivenoie, and

Yu" = rxu-L + v.U

-

Zu = G(90)SN + NN .
(4)
where ZN = s(tl)
s(tN)], and SN and NN ae similarly
defined.
The quantity 9i asociated with each emitter is a vector
which parameterizes the aray ron for that emitter it
DOA),

range,

signal.

The set of

aziuth and elevation

as

(5)

With suitably large choices for i and j (to be made more specific
in the next section), it is seen that equation (s) decomposes
YUL into the m of a low rank "signal" term rxu-L ada
full rank "noise" tam VUt.
Referring bac to equation (4), and associating terms as
follows:

G(Sa ) Ve [g(°1) * g(Od)]
If the output of the array is observed at, say, N time instants,
equation (3) may be writte as

ainas

ode 1w

masifold, and is aumed to be known, either analytically or
via some
procedure, and to be usamibigsoss (ie.,
w collection of d < m distinc vectrfiom 7 is a linearly
indepadat set). Note that if the array is
, and
e perfectly corelated(i.e., if rank(SN) =
if no two s
d), tm the signl pt of the data G(o)SjN, wil span dd;skma subpacce
of '. This bspe is often rrred
to - the uigluepace, and its orthoonal comple
is
rfmerred to - the seie s
Wlith th denitio, the erc antena array parameter
estimation problm ca be stated follows:
Givens N obserntios s(t), t = 1,.-,N from
as astessa s
, estimate the sassier of sirgIs
d immpisgg spos the array, the signal waveforms
s(t), t = 1, *,N, sad the prnmeter matrix

c aR
o = span{Ir'
C =
an(X} C a',
where spa denotes the column space. Ti dimensionaL thes
subapaces wil be denoted by n* =
O) and at = dim(£),
and that of their intersctimonby n = dim(Ont). Note tha in
general a0 > rank(r). It is asumed that the block dimension
ihas beam hosen large enonug to ensure n% = rnk(r), i.e.,
the dimension i will be a ed to be a kast as large a the
obsenabilit. isles of the system Thi wil imply necri

of arrival (commonly referred to

OCXE

Figsuc 1: Generic Sensor Array Geometry

defined as

could include such

I

8

01
01,

where:
CA'-2B

- -

r1-

YUl zj'
r
G(Go)
XU1
SN
VU-L NN

anles

the direction-of-arival or

wavelength, polarization, or doppler shift of the
all posible
onses of the array is defined
= {g(e):
E 0} for some region e in the
to be the set
parameter space. This set is often referred to as the array

it is dear that equation (5) is analogous to the data model
for the narrowband sensor array problem. This observation
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l
to some iteresting and ueful parallels tha will be Miportant later on. In paticul, the
of (5) wil
be (nearly) rank dddat if:
1. 1r is (nearly) rankdefcient, ie., if the system is not ol-

approximaty (for finite I) demposed as folows (
aureenat noise is presn):
qayT} = {(rx +HU
=

2 X is (neary) rankedlcient, i.e., if the input U has not
excited the ful state spac;
3. orifP(XU') < P(X), ie., if therehabeenarank cacetstiens due to multiplicatoby UK.
to a near amThus, a wek l observable system c
biguity in the array manif or a DOAs
involving two very cosy spaced
c (ie., G(9.) nealy
t excitation
rk deficient), while the prblem of
and rank cancelaton
to the coherent signal case
(i.e., SN nearly rank deficin). Given the similaity of the
two models, one would supect that smila algorithms could
be applied to solve both problems. Sections 3 and 4 demonstrate that tis is indeed the cas.

spa{Q(HU)T}@spanfpjl%(rx + V)T}

=spn{(H)T}S q,i{(rx)T + PUT.V}l.
Under the above assmption, it is eay seen that the LQ decompositio
[U[j
0

leadsto

L2qT = rx + vP f
where PUT is the j x j projectio onto the orthogal corpleusat of the row space of U. Povided the covariance
S = VP V is known and X is fUll rA, a set of vector
that spans ths
column spac o F may .be obtned from the
L;T, 5) as above.
gerallseeigenItcompositOnf (L22
Note that i both of tabove approaches, thecovarance S
can be inored in situations whee the input U is peristently
exciting jII, the measurementse i white, and j is sM
iently Iag [15]. How larg j has to be will ded on the
magnitude of the noise. By ignoring 5, we mean that it can
be umed to be a scAled identity nmarix, and the generalized
eigedcm Itiosabove can be replaced by simple eigedec
tion. In h calMAY eqivalently dcoose to
perfM an SVDon YU or L dietly.

3. Subspace Based Identification
breiak
Subspace based methods for state space ide i
the problemn into three fundamentl tes
1. Fsstiwate the Low Rask Sshspece: Rom the input/output
b ce
data U and Y in
2 find
approximately spans the colmn of F.
2. Estimate A and C: Using the a oinatesif ia t
structure of. this sb
esimte the Syse
A and C.
3. Solve for B and D: Using the s
e f t and ither
the etimates of A and C or te eiaed low rank sub
B
spae, solve a set of linear equation fo the
and D.
Thedcisussion below will foms o gteps I and 2, and. description of step 3 will not be incded. T ite
teader may
find such a description, for example, in the thesis of De Moor

3.2. Estimating the System Matrices
One a coctio of vector *
nnn the coumn spac

of r has been£fod, the eal s1ift invarance inrent in
this subApace may be expoited to estimate the system matrices A and C. IfE is i
ed intothe I x n blocks
E.=[Et UT ... E?LxIT, th shift invariat structure is
llustrated by the eqati

[51.

3.1.

+V)T}

Estiating the Low Bank Subspae

cA

1

Two methd hav bee prpoe for estimting th sga
subapace of
aio (2) and (5). The ae the method of
De Moor, LIS,4, and the MOESP
Of Verha
geu, et .L8, 9). Altho thee two t chiu
e recenly
been shown to yied essentialy idetia reslt [is, we briefy
describe than both below.
In D Moor's alorit it is a
d t the matrix U'
in equation (5) can be found. The exitenc -of such a nontrivial I1T require j Z mi, but since YUL must be at least
rank in, it is usually assmed, that j > mi + . Provided the
covariance M = t{(VUj(VU)( ) is known, and provided
XIS1 is rank n, a set of vctor th
imately spans the
space asr can be found from thegeneralizd eigendecomposition of the pair (Rj. ,S), When

ZF= E2

IT

CA,

CI[:

I.

(6)

1

n x n matrix. Since in practice we must
where T is a fulli-r
wk with finite j, this ri shipaIot d etly exploited
to obtain the marices A and C. Consequently, only an estimate t. of the low rank subpce is avilabl, equation (6)
wil not hold exactly, and an estimation prcedure is requiied
to determine A and C.
The first approch to this estimation problem Is originally
due to Kung [4], and ha recently been extended by De Moor
et .L[5, 6]. The basis of this method is the observation that

El= ETT-'AT
where Et and St are just shifted v-esion

RyU.IL (YU-L)(YU1)1

I

=

tos corepnding
For example, if E. denotes the n
a
to the n largest generalhsed ei
of LU ) then -in
the limit.asjI-' oo,
E. = T
a
matrix
T.
some
full
rank
nx
for
The MOESP approach assume that the state at time k
is independent of the input frm time &c on. Consequently,
XUT -0 -s
j 0, and hence

E:

Et=

]

and

-E=

of the

E

(7)
nnng set

.

Since the system matrix A can only be identified up to a similarity transformation (or state coordinate transformation), 1J
and El are related by a viable candidate A = T-1AT for the
state matrix of the identified system. The particular transformation T depends on how E. was obtained.

= O.
ihm (X)(BU)t0

Thus, the two components of the sum for Y in equation (2)
are asymptotically orthogonal, and the row space of Y may be
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There are a variety of parameterizations that could be used,
depending on any assumptions one is willing to make about the
system. For example, if the system is multiple-input, singleoutput, a particularly relevant choice is to assume that the
system is in observer form, and hence that A is left-companion
and C = [I 0 *.- 0]. For multiple input, multiple output
systems, one might be willing to assume that the state matrix
A is diagonalizable, and implicitly force T to be the eigenvec-

Due to the finite observation interval, only the estimates E
and El are available. The lest-squsrcs (LS) apprach of Kung
was simply to set C = to and etimate A uin a leastquares
fit:
A

=

(EtTEt )ETTEI.

De Moor later observed tht since ET d E e both in
[16] of A is more
error, a total least-squares (TLS) es
appropriate. The TLS estimate of A is given by the product
-Q21 Q%l1 defined in the SVD
JCtTT1

Qn12

Ql

i]

t[ ET

[

Q12

Qnl

described above

Both the LS and TLS

T

Q22

[ Q21

Q22

Q21

tors of the estimate A. Since this determines T to within a

diagonal scaling, one of the ron of C could then be held fixed
in order to guarantee uniquenes. Asuming a diagonalizable
A also allows one to directly mpose £ priori information about
the location of the poles of the system into the mnimization
of (10).
Note that if the system is unobservable (no < n) or if the
state space has not been sffiiently excited (n. < n), then

(8)

dosly

are

only a lower order state space model may be identified with
the system In fact, the resulting estimated state space will
have dimension n since the snA subspace of YUL is rank
no in such cases.

elated to the LS and TLS versions of the ESPRIT algorithm
of Roy, Paulraj, and Kailath [12, 13].
While these tchniques are staightforward and simple to
implement,

low rank

they

of the

di

all

treat

subpacqually-

the inforationfrom less

ilin

reliable dimensions when the signal contribution is snail. The
mil to
ie,
next section descries a bspace fitting
the WSF algorithmof Ottesten and Viberg [10, 11] that allo
the subspace to be weighted in order to reduce variabiity in
the parameter estimates due to iL-conditioning.

4.2. Subspace Weighting

4. Weighted Subspace Fitting
It

ca

be shown

tained from

following

(8)

is

.*sapce

[10,

173 that the TLS estimate of A

equivalnt

minimiation problm

fttinn

AL=arg min

I
EI
]

-t

A,Bt,T

that, in the

t

EA

Et and

In this minimization, the
those

ob-

etimae obtainedfrom the

to the

lestsuars

sense, most

]
are

etimated

as

dosly fit the shift

fact, coinvariant stnrcture of th estiaed sbspac.
pled with a (6), suggests that the more general

fitting problm below be considered:

2

[CA

I[
¢- ]

matrix W
In simple terms, the presence of the weih
theminimization of (10) alows cetain directions or dimenover others.
sion of the low rank subspace to be mph
ce
For example, in case when this
early rank deficient becaue the system is nearly unobservable or because
the input is noty exciting, win direction in the
s ee wi have a high vaiance awociatd with them due
to the additive roasurwat noise. This at is evident when
mis detrmined, since ctain columns of
the low rank s
ed igevalues associated
Es will have relatively n1
with them. One would expect that the appropriate weighting
would be a function of th e igv-uis that proWeigt
A possiblecandidate forthe sbo
posed by Otterst and Vibeg 110 for the sensor array case:

in

wwsp = (A * -,a,21)2,&S-l

(11)

lmatrix repnts the generalzed eigenwhere the di
valu obtined from the princi compo t decomposition,
and 2 i the correspondingminimal eigenvahu. For the approad of (5), IsA. dis d by

lkyu.ks= stf.As
(10)

this problem, the full structure of the low rank supace is
exploited in timating the system matrices A and C. This
minimiation problemisidenical inform to the weighted subprented in [171 for narrowband
space fitting (WSF) ap
DOA estimationproblems involving aayscomposedof multiIn

ple

identical

subarrays.

In

fact,

once an

appropriate parameter

identifiedfor the minimization of (10), algorithm essentially identical to that describedin [17] may used
to estimuate A and C. As in the case of WSF, the more computationally efficient single-shift approaches of Section 3 may
be used to provide initial estimates for the gradient search.
vector has been

an

be

while for MOESP

tn42t. = EtAs.
Strictly speaking, this optimal weighting has only been derined for the case where the obsrvations are uncorrelated. In
the appication conidered here, the Hankel structure of the
matrics Y and V violates this assumption. In principle, exploiting the special-structure of the measurement noise matrix
V could significantly improve estimation performance. The
primary drawbac of all of the subspace based methods preseted in ths chater is that thern is currently no available
method for taking advantage of the special Hankel structure
present in the data.

4.1. Identifiability
In terms of input/output rsose, a given realization
{A, B, C, D} is of course indistinguishable from one defined
in another state coordinate system {T-1AT, T-1 B, CT, D}.
Consequently, it is impossible in the above problem to uniquely
estimate all of the possible( + n)n eemetof A and C. Instead, unique parameterizationof these matices must be chosen. There is thus a slight abuse of notation in equation (10);
it would more appropriately involve the mi inimization of the
criterion function over elements of the given parameter set.

Although the weighting of (11) cannot necsarily be considered optimal for this application, simulation studies have
demonstrated that it tends to improve performance relative to
usin no subspace weighting at all.

5. A Simulation Example
As a simple example of the advantage of the subspace fitting
approach to this problem, consider the three state SISO system
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defined by
0.30
0.00

A =

O.,
B = [o

C

[ i.r

=

D= 1

[5] B. De Moor, Mathematical Concepts and TecAniques for
Modellin of Static and Dynamic Systems, PhD thesis,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium, 1988.
[6] B. De Moor, M. Moonen, L. Vandenbeghe, and J. Vande-

-0.40 0.60
0.80 0.00
0.00 0.79

wale, "A Gometrical Approach fo the Identification of
State Spac Model with Singular Value Decomposition",
In Proc. IEER ICASSP, volme 4, page 2244-2247, New

I

York, NY, 19s8.

o.50 -0o,w

The pole of this system e located at 0.3,0.79, and 0.8, and
the zeros at 0.82, and 0.68*jO.33. Note tha the kwer right 2x
2 block of A is di
l, with nearly equal di l
Since the last two elements of B we
the second and
third eleents of the stae vector Wi esntially trac one
another, and the state vector sequence X will be nearl rank
deficient.
The above system was
discrete time usn a
zero-mean, unit power, white Gaussian random procen as its
input. White Gausian meurement noise with & standard deviationof 0.001 was added to the system output, resuting in an
effective output signal-to-nise ratio (SNR) of rougly 60 dB.
Using the noise-fee input and the iy system output, three
methods were used to estimate the system pole and zeos.
These were the TLS method of De Moor (essentially idential
to TLS ESPRIT), the WSF algorithm preseted in the pr
vious section, and the prediction error method (PEM) of [1]
based on an output error modd for the system.
250 Monte Carlo experiments were conducted, with anindependent measuremen noise and input sequence generated for
eah trial. The bk dim
s of the Hankel matrices wer
chosen as i = 12 and j = 50, coreponding to a total of 61 output sample for eac trial. It was also asmed that the correct dime of the state space (n = 3) was known. The
WSF method was p
uin the weighting of (11),
l parmetison for the system madi
and
a
trix A. Both WSF and PEM used the true parmeter-vetors
to initialize their respecve search routine. The results of the
simulations are displayed in Figure 2 throug 7. The solid
line at the right of each pklt rents the uLit circle, and the
true pole and sero locations are respectively indicated by the
symbols 'z' &ad 'o'.
The variance of the poes and zros
by WSF is
clearly much snaller than tha of the oher algoithms. This
is especially true for the pole at 0.3; in fact, all 250 estimates
are so clsely bundced toether that they are almost indistinguishble from the 's' marking the true pol. All three
algorithms estimad the complex seros very accurately; the
individual trials are again idingisable fro the true to
location. However, the viance of the realvalued zero is much
maler for WSF tha for either PEM orTLS ESPRIT. In addition, both PEM and TLS ESPRIT estimated compkx pole
on about 20% of the sinumations, while the WSF Pols wee always puey real (though they were not cosaeto be so).
One drawback of the subspce fitting
is that, an a few
ocasios (5 for WSF and 11 for TLS ESPRIT), they d
utntable pole estimates and non-nininmm phase teos.
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Figure 2: Pole Estimates for Outyut Error Model
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Figure 5: Zero Estimates for TLS ESPRIT
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Figure 3: Zero Estimstes for Ostput Error Model
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Figure 6: Pole Estimates for WSF
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Figure 4: Pole Estimates for TLS ESPRIT

Figure 7: Zero Estimates for WSF
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